The First Point
Glue only the slanted line portions of caudal fin.
Swell the base of caudal fin with ball-point pen, then it become three dimensional caudal fin.

Note
Start assembly from caudal fin.

The Second Point
Slit on the rear body, and gule it after insert adipose fin from reverse side of the body.
You can't assemble well the caudal fin if you assembled the rear body before.

The Third Point
Slit on the middle body, and glue it from the face and the back after insert of ventral fin.
This is in the same case as adipose fin.
Use spatular of paper to put glue then it is finished beautiful.

The Fourth Point
Glue the upper part of the head at first.
Glue the lower jaw next. Glue right and left of the lower part of jaw last. This is the best way to assemble the head.
Use spatular of paper because glue spots are very small.

Note
See Amago's Instructions at the same time. Because this page has not the point of Amago's Instructions.